
Tours and Activities for Kindergarten 
to Grade 3

National Gallery of Canada

 GUIDED VISITS 
 Guided Visits last one hour and emphasize looking at artworks and discussing ideas presented within a selected theme.

  TITLE GRADE CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS LENGTH FEE

  Art Adventurers 1–3 A great introduction to the Gallery! Explore how artists of Aboriginal  1 hour $1.95 

    and European descent use line, shape, colour, and texture to create

    artworks.

  Impressive   2–3 Meet the Masters of Impressionism and learn about their techniques,  1 hour $1.95

  Impressionists  subjects, and styles.

 DISCOVERY VISITS 
 Discovery Visits last 1.5 hours and emphasize hands-on, in-gallery activities to engage students in a selected theme.

  TITLE GRADE CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS LENGTH FEE

  My First Visit  K–2 Travel through the Gallery’s spectacular building, learn art vocabulary,    1.5 hours $2.95 

    and create a mini art gallery model. H

  

  A Sense of Art 1–3 Discover how artists use various techniques and the elements of design   1.5 hours $2.95

    to entice all five senses. H 

  Creative Connections:  1–2  Promote integrated learning while exploring energy, daily cycles, and  1.5 hours $2.95

  Art and Science 1–3 seasonal changes through art.

    

    

 STUDIO ACTIVITIES 
 Studio Activities last 2 hours and combine a gallery visit (30 minutes) with a related art-making activity based on a selected theme. 

  TITLE GRADE CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS LENGTH FEE

  Discover Colour 1–3 Explore the physical and emotional aspects of colour. Learn to mix   2 hours $5.95 

    colours and create paintings that reflect feelings. (From October 2006 

    to January 2007, you may also choose to study the works of  

    Clarence Gagnon). H

  Art of This Land 1–3 Travel from the West to the East coasts of Canada and compare and discuss  2 hours $5.95 

    Aboriginal artworks. Experiment with the various materials used in 

    such works. H

  The Art of Sculpting 1–3 Learn how to recognize and compare various materials used in sculpture.   2 hours $5.95 

    Experiment with these materials and tools. H

    OPTION A  Bust inspired by the European or Canadian collections 2 hours $5.95 

    OPTION B  Sculpture inspired by the Inuit collection

  The Art of Printmaking 1–3 Explore textured surfaces in portraits and learn simple printmaking   2 hours $5.95 

    techniques to create your self portrait. H

Canadian Museum of Contemporary Photography

 DISCOVERY VISITS 
 Discovery Visits last 1.5 hours and emphasize hands-on, in-gallery activities to engage students in a selected theme.

  TITLE GRADE CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS LENGTH FEE

  The ABCs of   1–3 A great introduction to photography. Visit a darkroom and learn about   1.5 hours $2.95 

  Photography  developing, printing, and enlarging. Sharpen looking and thinking  

    skills and create a sunprint. H
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H Program also offered to groups of students with special needs.
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